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The first book in this series, "Dead Wrong", is also free right now!"When the Blackmoore sisters
travel to Salem Massachusetts in search of an ancient energy infused relic that has been hidden
away since the 1692 Salem witch trials, they find themselves up to their elbows in witches, ghosts
and cats ... not to mention murder.The sisters must depend on their paranormal detective skills to
find the location of the relic before one of them becomes the next victim, but when their handsome
guardian angel, Mateo, shows up with a surprise revelation about their paranormal gifts, the sisters
must face a truth that could change their world forever.
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I bought all of the Blackmoore Sisters mysteries after enjoying the first one. Ms. Dobbs is losing me
by this book though. I'm starting to get hung up on the careless typos, and the fact that the sisters
aren't quite as likeable as they were in the beginning. For example, Morgan is laughing in the crystal
shop immediately after the sisters discover a dead body. (A few pages later another character
dismisses that death as unimportant anyway.) They finally accept paranormal abilities, but are
dismissive when told about witches. Silly me....I also can't really understand how they just pick up

and travel for days at a time without worrying about their businesses/jobs and paying the bills. None
of them seem too smart. If it's so clear to the readers that the cats aren't just felines, shouldn't it be
clear to the sisters? Mateo just sits in a car and waits for someone else to save the sisters in a
dangerous situation because the dangerous situation "gives him the creeps." That doesn't seem to
be consistent with his character, does it? Seems like this book was just knocked out quickly with
any editing or thought. I'll keep going and finish the series, but it's definitely not my favorite Dobbs
writing.

I love the Blackmore Sisters series! This one did not disappoint. This time around the girls are after
an elusive 'treasure". While the three boyfriends are missing from this book, the ever elusive Mateo
more than makes up for them. Lots of new players are also to be found in this newest installment. It
will be very interesting to see where all this plays out in future books.

I look forward to each new book by Leighann Dobbs. This is the seventh book about the
Blackmoore sisters and her storytelling skills are getting stronger with each book. Keep up the good
work! Can't wait for book number 8.

This is the best, for me from Leighann Dobbs. I had to finish this book fast, because I wanted to
know how it ended. The girls were on a quest to find this special crystal ball, that would enhance the
powers of the girls. Now they were not the only ones looking for the same ball, namely Dr. Bly and
others. The girls have this alexandrite stone, that's actually a key stone to help them find the ball.
You know it's not going to be easy for them. The girls have to go to Salem Mass. and find out all
they can about, the Salem witch hunts. Now from here you have to grab the edge of your seat and
bite your finger nails as you turn the pages.

I started with number #1 and have read all 7 books in the Blackmoore Sisters Series. They just get
better with each book. Was happy to see Joleen & Mateo getting closer. Good that Celeste now has
her own power of protection & Johanna is recuperating nicely.Looking forward to the next book. Be
safe, be well & prosper.

SEVENTH IN SERIES. THE 4 BLACKMORE SISTERS &BELLADONNA THE CAT BEGIN A
QUEST THAT TAKES THEM TO SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS. THERE IS A LOT OF SUSPENSE,
LOTS OF FALSE LEADS & LOTS OS SURPRISES. WE MEET THE HANDSOME MATEO AGAIN.

THE SISTERS DISCOVER MORE SECRETS ABOUT THEM SELVES. I THOUGHT THIS WAS A
VERY ENJOYABLE READ.

Another delightful addition to the Blackmoore Sisters series!!! I am totally hooked on them! Plenty of
twists to the plot to keep you guessing to the very end!!!

There's no substance to the story line. It's purely superficial and centers more on mundane tasks
the sisters perform (they are not skilled investigators) in their search followed by mundane
conversations. I found myself over half way through the book and I'm not invested in it or the
characters in the slightest. I rarely find a book I don't finish. If nothing else I'll finish one only to be
done with it and move on to another but this one I couldn't finish because it's so boring.
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